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Heat threatens
Skylab mission

Tavern
tumbles

Once upon a lime
ttudentt used to raise
a work crew started
scene of frothing

there woi a tavern where
a glass or two. But yesterday,
to raie the tavern. Once the
pitchers of beer,
happy

conversations and spirited nights on the town, the
old site of Howard's is on its way to becoming the
new location of the Wood County Public library.

Final exam alteration disputed
By CWt IIaxlrti
Maaajjla* Mllor

Tbe substitution ol a three-day class
period for the traditional final
eiamination week next year has drawn
criticism from Dr John T. Greene.
Faculty Senate chairman
Dr. Greene, associate professor of
psychology, said yesterday Academic
Council was 'somewhat arbitrary" in
passing the proposal April 25
Under the policy, there would no
longer be a special three-day
examination week, instead, three days
would be added to the regular class
schedule, and final examinations would
be administered at the instructor's
discretion
The additional three days would be
considered regular class days, with
normal attendance policies in effect.
DR. GREENE SAID some members
of Faculty Senate believe Academic
Council "has exceeded their power" by
adopting the plan
"This is a difficult situation in that
they (Academic Council) have the
power to deal with matters of
calendar, whereas we have the
authority on matters of examination."
be said
Acting Provost Dr Michael R.
Ferrari, chairman of Academic
Council, said the problem is one of
jurisdiction.
He said Faculty Senate believes
Academic Council did not have the
right to adopt such a proposal because
tbe University Charter specifically
gives that power to the Senate
' 'The Faculty Senate raised tbe point
in a memo to me that since the charter
specifically says grading and
examinations are in their jurisdiction,
this is not valid." Dr. Ferrari said
He added that Academic Council
adopted the policy because it would
have a shortening effect on tbe
academic calendar, an area in which
Academic Council is granted specific
authority by tbe Charter.

"WHAT WE WERE trying to do was
build an academic calendar With
respect to this, what we did was
valid." he said
Dr Greene said the Senate
Executive Committee (SEC) will meet
tomorrow to decide whether a special
meeting of Faculty Senate should be
called to discuss the matter.
He said if such a meeting is held "it
will probably end up with someone
from the Senate announcing an exam
policy comparable to the procedures
already in effect "
Dr. Ferrari said if Faculty Senate
adopted such a proposal for final
examinations "we would modify our
policy "
Dr Greene said some members of
Faculty Senate had voiced objections
to the policy, but that it would be
difficult to judge what a majority of
faculty members think about it.

JOHN DOERING. Student Body
Organization (SBO) coordinator of
academic affairs, said yesterday he
thinks SEC will vote to hold a special
meeting Friday. Doering is the student
representative to SEC.
"As I see it. the Senate will elect to
have an exam week as it is now." he
said. Input is needed if there is to be

Dr Ferrari said Faculty Senate has
no formal policy on final examinations,
and that' until we get such a policy we
will continue to have such a calendar.
"This is a matter for the Senate to
decide." be added
He said if Faculty Senate decided on
a definite policy, the Academic Council
plan could be changed.
"If they pass a formal policy that
tnere shall be a required final
examination, and that there shall be a
specific length of time for it. then we
will modify our policy. Dr Ferrari
said

RECOMMENDATIONS for advancement would be based on scores on the
Undergraduate Record Examination
(URE) to be given next month; performance on standardized examinations
given during tbe year; grades; faculty
assessments; and examples of student
work.
According to a report by the MAP
Development and Evaluation Committee (MAPDEC), a portfolio containing
this information is being compiled for
each student. The portfolios will be reviewed next month.
MAP will negotiate with tbe various

Vivian to leave Falcons
for Crusaders' position

Jock Vivian

Weather
lacreailng t-loadiaets aid
wanner today, high la the mid Ma.
Mostly floady aad aot as cold
toalgkt with a chance of aaowera,
lows la the lower 4es. Tomorrow
partly cloeey, alga la the Ms.

Council to review MAP option

"ITS VERY HARD to estimate a
consensus of feeling on the subject, but
we've gotten a number of complaints
about the sudden shift in policy. Most
have been about tbe reduction of the
numbers of options for the faculty in
their exam schedules." he said.
Dr. Greene said there also were
complaints that the new policy would
make the examination period "too
concentrated" for students.
Dr. Ferrari said "one real problem"
with tbe plan would be the one-hour
length of most classes.

"ALTHOUGH HE is a rookie to
tbe professional ranks be is no way
a rookie to hockey," Mileti
continued. "His abilities on tbe
administrative, coaching and

no decision has been made, an official
said
Conrad. Kerwin and Weitz are
tentatively scheduled to be launched at
11 01 am EDT Sunday for an as yet
undefined mission
Tbe heat buildup, which is turning
the space station into an orbiting
sauna, is of more concern, an official
said, than the failure of two power-producing solar panels
"The vehicle is hot." said Neil
Hutchinson. a flight controller in
Mission Control "We've got to figure
out some way to cool it off It's a
problem of primary concern.''
He said there also are difficulties
with a computer which is seeing
problems where none exist and
activating stabilizing gyros when they
areunneeded
Problems developed aboard Skylab.
the nation's first space station and the
largest spacecraft ever launched, on
Monday only minutes after the US-foot
craft was flawlessly launched from
Cape Kennedy.
Two of six sets of solar cell panels
failed to open properly, cutting the
Skylab electrical power supply by half.
The solar panels convert sunlight to
electricity
Skylab is orbiting the earth at 272
miles while engineers seek solutions to
the problems.

Shortened baccalaureate sought

A proposal to allow students in tbe
Modular Achievement Program
(MAP) to advance to junior status will
be considered by Academic Council
today
MAP, an alternative to general
education leading to the possibility of a
time-shortened baccalaureate degree,
has been in operation since fall quarter.
Freshmen were recruited for the
program last summer and 198 students,
representing all three colleges enrolled
in tbe program.
Dr. Richard Giardina, director, said
advancement to junior status would not
be an automatic procedure, but would
be done on a student-by-student basis

CLEVELAND (AP) - Jack
Vivian, hockey coach at Bowling
Green State University, was named
general manager of the Cleveland
Crusaders of the World Hockey
Association, effective immediately.
In announcing tbe appointment at
an afternoon news conference,
Crusaders President Nick Mileti
said be had been talking to Vivian
since "we first entered hockey four
years ago.

any student effect on the decision, he
said
"1 welcome all student opinion on
this as to whether they would like a
four-day period, a three-day period, or
a continuation of classes for three
days." Doering said.
He may be contacted at the SBO
office. 372-2951. from 3-5 p.m. this
afternoon and from 2-4 p.m. tomorrow

CAPE KENNEDY. Fla (API Temperatures soared to desert-like
levels yesterday in the Skylab space
station already crippled by a serious
power shortage.
Space officials are considering a
snort-duration manned mission to
inspect tbe $294 million orbiting
laboratory.
Officials said a long-term manned
mission is not likely because of the
uncontrolled buildup of temperatures
topping 100 degrees within the lift-foot
orbiting laboratory
As an alternative, a source said
space engineers are studying the
possibility of sending Skylab 1
astronauts Charles Conrad Jr.. Joseph
Kerwin and Paul Weitz up to look for
clues to salvage something from the
new $2.6 billion American space
project.
He said thinking calls for the
astronauts to fly around the space
station, taking pictures of a failed solar
array, and then possibly to dock for an
onboard inspection.
Another possibility, the source said,
is for astronauts to envelope the
spaceship with a giant sheet of Mylar,
an insulating material. This would
block heat from the sun and allow the
orbiting station to cool off
If the insulating sheet is used, the
source said, it more than likely would
be installed by the Skylab 2 crew The
tedious operation would require
extensive training and there is time
before the Skylab 2 launch in August
for such training
In this event, said the source, the
Skylab 1 flight of Conrad, Weitz and
Kerwin would probably be limited to
an inspection trip lasting only a few
days.
Other options are being studied and

scouting and recruiting levels are
reflected in his record at Bowling
Green."
Vivian, 32, is a native of Strathry.
Ontario, and tbe only hockey coach
Bowling Green has bad. His Falcon
teams won more than 100 games
during his six years as coach.
"THIS IS THE top of my
profession and I am grateful for tbe
opportunity. This is already a great
hockey area and with hard work can
become even greater,'' he said.
Vivian is a graduate of Adrian
College in Michigan and holds a
masters degree from Bowling
Green.

colleges for group requirement credit
plus the necessary elective hours of
'MAP achievement credit' to provide
each student eligible for junior
standing with 90 hours of credit," the
report stated.
"This doesn't automatically mean
waiver of group requirements," Dr.
Giardina said "This means we'll go to
bat for the individual student. MAP
students have met most requirements
already, but it is conceivable that they
haven't met all of them."

advance to junior standing through the
procedure recommended in the
MAPDEC report
"This year, junior status through
this mechanism is open only to MAP
students. Dr. Giardina said. He said
the procedure may be opened to nonMAP students in the future.
The report said. "MAP cannot, however, recommend acceleration as a
general option for freshmen who might
meet the criteria proposed in this
report. An experiment assumes that

the options provided under its terms
not be extended to the larger population until the options themselves are
proven viable."
The MAP proposal must be approved
by Academic Council, and the councils
of tbe Business Administration. Education and Arts and Sciences colleges.
"These types of changes can't be
made in a vacuum, but must be made
with tbe advice and consent of tbe
faculty. Their approval in mandatory."
Dr. Giardina said.

HE SAID some requirements, such
as language and physical education,
cannot be waived.
MAPDEC recommended that the
various college councils of the University set up boards to review the portfolios to decide whether or not junior
status should be granted. If junior
status is not granted, partial acceleration may be recommended.
"To help tbe review board, we're
making i ecommendations as to what
the portfolio should look like," Dr.
Giardina said. None of the recommended standards should be considered singly, be said.
Dr Giardina said tbe URE score is
"the single most important factor for
junior status. This score is weighed
most heavily.
"But no one standard should give
junior status or take it away. It should
be seen as a whole with no automatic
cutoff points," he said
"IF IT CAN be shown that a student
has reached an acceptable level of skill
development, and that be can appropriately apply those skills to selected
problem areas, then be should be
certified as having met the general
education requirement of his college."
the report stated.
"MAP. in effect, is asking tbe
colleges to allow a subset of MAP students to have the opportunity to engage
in advanced study.
"At this time, however. MAP is
merely recommending a process by
which a subset of students can be
selected as candidates for a time-shortened baccalaureate. It can make no
claim that tbe readiness of these students is necessarily a result of MAP,"
it said.
FRESHMEN not participating in the
MAP program will not be permitted to

A frrsbee, ported and ready for the loss, reflects highlight!
from bright spring sky. With the arrival of tunny afternoons
hat come an onslaught of frrtbee garnet on the campus
green.
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finals policy
Faculty Senate and Academic Council must lake immediate
slops to end the quibbling over the final exam policy.
Under the policy passed April 25 by the Academic Council,
there would no longer be a special three-day examination week
Instead, three days would be added to the regular class
schedule and final examinations would be administered Bl tlie
instructor's discretion.
I)r John T GrcCM, Faculty Senate chairman, said he reels
Academic Council has exceeded its power by adopting the plan
Acting Provost l)r Michael Ferrari said the council adopted
the policy because it would affect the academic calendar, an
urea in which the council is granted specific authority
The problem is clearly one of jurisdiction
Mill rather than arguing over which group has final say.
members oi both groups should concentrate on olfering a policy
thai will best benefit faculty and students
Which group makes (he final decision is not the top priority
here
Establishing a workable policy based on faculty and student
npul is

opinion

inhumane pledge hazing
By tin y toa G. Hollowly
Gael!I olamalit
During the past few days the
University has witnessed inhuman
treatment inflicted upon pledges by
fraternity members, fnstead of
hearing an outcry of condemnation
from Ihe University community, we
merely hear faint whispers, then
silence
I appeal to the humanity of those
fraternities that are guilty of hazing
their pledges
Mr Creek, perhaps you should take
S second look at Ihe etymology or
derivation <>l the word fraternity."
tin- base word
frater" denotes
"brother."
IF YOU CONTINUE to call a
pledgee little brother." then why not
give hun the same respect that you
readily show. I assume, towards a
member ol your own family''
I io VOII lor re your natural brother to
stand out in the rain at attention

military style, holding a brick or a
shield?
Do you make him plow through a row
of hedge bushes'* Do you humiliate
your brother at home and in public
places9 I certainly hope not' Such acts
are deplorable and abominable
THOSE FEW fraternities that are
still perpetuating the sadistic rituals of
initiation should discontinue such
practices immediately.
In the public eye such rituals vitiate,
rather than enhance the image of
Greek organizations
The fraternity that uses slave
conditioning methods becomes a
subject of human contempt, not
admiration.
The handful of fraternities that are
accused of mistreatment land almost
everyone on campus can identify their
letters) should answer these questions
for the gentle readers of The BG
News
ARE PHYSICAL pain and mental

agony the prerequisites of manhood
and brotherhood" What rationale is
used to justify initiation practices that
have little, if any. cultural, religious,
social,
and
most
important,
educational value9 Are these rituals
congruent with the objectives and
procedures of the national fraternal
order''
Understand that I am not saying that
the initiation ritual should be
eliminated altogether, but rather that
some definite reforms are desperately
needed
Admittedly, some screening devices
are necessary in order for an
organization to build a strong, viable,
dedicated membership
TO
ENCOURAGE
academic
excellence the organization should
demand that its prospective members
maintain and or develop good study
habits
A minimum grade-point average
should continue to be a requisite
Perhaps some human disciplinary

measures should be employed to
develop certain positive character
traits
EXTREMIST practices, are more
harmful to the pledges and the
members of the organization than
helpful, utimalely
It is not necessary to dehumanize a
young man in order for him to love you
and appreciate the benefits of your
fraternity
That pain is always
necessary for pleasure is a notion that
is both ironic and absurd
In short. I appeal to our fraternal
organizations to re-examine their
raison
d'etre their
foundations,
purposes, procedures, objectives, etc and to use self-restraint and make
initiation rituals humane activities
IDEALLY, organizational reform
should not be imposed by an alien body
of authority figures tie
the
Establishment I. but should gently
spring from the head and sweetly flow
from the heart of the organization
itself

on the right

who gets the ax?
By Doeglas Keith
l.uril ColamBlSt
I lie vice president of the Viet Cong,
lluyiih Tail I'hat. is very frank
iiiiii<iiiutg what will happen to the
Vietnamese people in the event of
i omniums! victory
In the .luly IS6& issue of Itamparts,
Robert Scneer quotes "verbatim"
. i nice Sihanouk of Cambodia
i cm lining
Prince Sihanouk's
discussion with the vice president of
the \ Hi Cong, tin vnh Tail Phal
Nov. since I have quoted from
Itampai is. lei ■ realise thai although it
is a propaganda piece, the quote is
accurate The me president of the
Vu-t Cong said
"WHAT THE National Liberation
Front wants is to clarify the situation
in BOUth Vietnam and to kill off all that
still believe in the United States. And
wlii-n the I niti-il States supporters.
■- lievei i followed will be wiped out.
the lltuation will be clear and the Viet
(.Min Mill cii necessity win "
rhis Is an example of communist
imperialism There are at least one
million people who would be political
enemies <»t the ronununists
MR. PHAT would of necessity either
kill those who he hates, or place harsh
rurdens on these people, such as
policing Then crime is the expression
ol tlu-ii own individuality
<ou iii-ni-r.il Qiap confessed in the
Jan lltjo issue of Hoc Tap. the official
organ ol (In- communist party of North
Vietnam,
North Vietnam is a
i evolutionary base for all the
country
HO CHI MINH wrote in the Red
Flag Belgium's communist organ.
We are building socialism in
V lelnam but are doing this building.
until now in just one part of Ihe nation.
whereas, in the other part we must still
lead and carry on to the end of our
democratic
and
and imperialist
I evolution
This was stated in July
■-. 'i

iwever, do not yet form any
ions since you have not heard
i:oin Le Duan
Hie Third Congress of the Vietimnh

Party, held in Sept. 5-10. I860, tin- firsl
secret, ry ol tlie Party. Le Duan, aflei
announcing the creation ol a
communist front for (he purpose ol
subjugating South Vietnam, explained
how it would IN- done by using the
Inllowing terms
"IN ORDER TO insure the complete
victory ol the revolutionary movement
in South Vietnam,
the South
Vietnamese people,
under the
leadership of the Marxist I .eninist
Party and the proletariat, musl
cons(i(u(e an ample frou( formed by
workers, peasants ami soldiers
Then on Dec 2 I960 the National
Liberation Front was formed
Any person would add to their
knowledge of Vietnam by writing to the
South Vietnamese Embassy Then
address is 22.1 "If" Street N W .
Washington. D.C MOM
I BELIEVE in more than I Innegative views of the intellectual
straight jacket, which is communism
I believe thai became the universe is
orderly, men should be orderly
The natural law is a set of rules to
guide man's behavior in accordance
with thai winch is proper Because I
know you have imperfections, and
possibly 1' mill be causing social
injustices, that does mil mean that I
can exterminate you
HOWEVER, if von attempt to
destroy someone, that person or
country has the right to annihilate you
in return
The Viet Cong will be annihilated
because
The Viet Cong is no more
representative of the people of
Vietnam
than
the
nunutemen
represent the linited States The
minutemen advocate the use of
Violence to kill off the Communist
dupes in the United States
The logical conclusion would Inthai either you still support the Viet
Cong and.or tin- minutemen. if you
haven't changed your views. Right"'
The factual conclusion is that you
are ignoranl
1 would like the Joel "Protestor" to
give me some good reasons (or living
under communism
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president less arrogant?
Ry William F Buckley Jr.
Senator Fulbnghl has observed, one
judges with considerable satisfaction,
that whatever comes finally out of the
Watergate investigations, one thing is
HI tain, namely thai the Executive will
lie less arrogant, less certain of its own
powers.
• closely in touch with the
|>coplc He gave as a specific example
Ihe matter ol iHimbing Cambodia
As a plain matter ol fact, Senator
l-'ulhi ighl suggests, the bombing of
Cambodia is finished, notwithstanding
that Flliot Hiehardson who stopped in
,is Secretary of Defense on his way to
Attorney General from Secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare-has
said thai il the Congress won't vote Mr
Nixon the money necessary to bomb
Cambodia Mr Nixon will find the
money somewhere else
MR
RICHARDSON was not
suggesting
that
the Keelection
Committee has a hidden fund for the
purpose of bombing Cambodia He
meant
that
the sovereign
responsibilities of Ihe president as
commander in chief entitled him to
draw from military fumls for priority
purposes And here is the flaw in
Senator Fulbnght's analysis
Al this particular moment in history
almost everyone along the political
Spectrum wishes that the Executive
were less powerful Conservatives
have railed against centralized, non
responsible [tower for a generation
The liberals, having exulted over the
growth in presidential power during
the regimes of Franklin Roosevelt.
Harry Truman, ami John Kennedy,
suddenly discovered lh.il there was no
constitutional guarantee that vast

executive power would be exercised
only by presidents of their own
choosing.
That being so they suddenly reversed
themselves on the subject, so that the
declarations of William Fulbnght in
1973 would strike the William
Fulbright of 1961 as unthinkable
Hut now the difficulty is that in
reducing the powers of the president it
is necessary to distinguish between
those powers the officer exercises
almost as a matter of conslilution.il
necessity, and those other powers Inexercises primarily as a result of
Congressional sloth or irresponsibility
1 do not see how one can remove
from a president the right to enforce
by military means a treaty he has
signed, of the character of the
ceasefire treaty in Indochina

On other matters, concerning which
Senator Fulbnghl is uneasily silent,
the power of the president is
preposterous
Why should the
president have the right to suddenly
declare what we shall be permitted to
pa) lot -i typewriter ribbon or to a
lypewritei t ibboo salesman '
Because t 'ongress gave the pi esident
thai power, and continues to give the
president thai power Why should we
need to relj on tin- president to balance
the budget Because Congress flatly
declines to do so SO that we are left
with Ihe dilemma ol a president who
sits b) while Congress debases the
dollar or a president who arrogantly,
and ingeniously, discovers ways of
frustrating congressional extravagance

IT IS TO render totally incredible a
representative of the president, to send
him to Paris to conclude a treaty while
the enemy knows that the president
will be restrained from enforcing the
terms of the treaty.
If a president is to act as
Commander-in-chief, the priorities of
American military security must be
drawn by him. subject obviously to Ihe
generic rights of Congress to declare

WHY IS THE Bureau Ol the Budget
prim.inly an Executive instrument? Is
there anything to prevent Congress
from establishing its own budget
office, to guide it in its economic
deliberations,
give
it
useful
information concerning drifts and
crises"
The reason Senator Fulbright et al
are so unconvincing these days in their
Cl iticism of the presidency Is precisely

that they do not move to reduce the
functions and the authority of the
president where such a reduction is
truly sensible
THE RESULT is that for all that
they couch their language in neat
theoretical formulations, one has the
feeling that they are all laboring to
concoct a bill of attainder at the
expense of Richard Nixon, and that if
per aorribllr Senator Edward Kennedy
were to find himself President of the
United States, the same team would
come up with exquisite justifications
for the exercise of raw executive
power
It would be useful, at this juncture,
for a handful of serious Republican
legislators to study and report on
desirable
reductions
in the
responsibility of the Executive
REPUBLICAN sponsorship, at the
expense
of
a
Republican
administration would lend integrity to
the reforms which are less suspect now
in the swirl of events After all. if the
bombing in Cambodia is going to stop,
it ought to be because a
nightwatchman last June 17 detected
an irregularity at Watergate
Wo.hmglon Slor Xing tsmlu,., SyndxaK
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NO WONDER WE DIDN'T MAKE MUCH ... A THOUSAND DOLLARS A PLATE AND YOU
DUMMIES FEED THEM STEAK!'

reader's forum.
appearances
We're writing this letter in defense
to t'hris Connine's criticism of Bowling
(ireen students
IT APPEARS to us that you judge
people on appearance only Did it ever
occur to you that regardless of the
outward conformity which students
present, they are all individuals with
unique personalities'1
Only a shallow person would
condemn others on the basis of
appearances only How can you label
Bowling Green students as "mindless
wonders'' simply by the way they
appear as they walk across campus'

APPARENTLY you spent little time
really getting to know these so called
"stereotyped robots'"
that you
described or we're certain that you
have discovered much more than just a
trace of individuality
In order for one to express his selfidentity, he must be able to interact
comfortably with another person.
This person must give of himself in
order to receive. Evidently you
couldn't have given much since your
article implies that you received
nothing.
IF YOU WERE such a nonconformist, why is it that you couldn't
be recognized as a stranger among the
masses of "mindless wonders''''
Judy Renfrew
Mama Banks
321 McDonald East

arms that are several feet long

bike stealing
Being an avid bicycle enthusiast. 1
took special interest in the article
written by Fred Ortlip on bicycle
stealing
However, there is one simple
preventive measure that Mr Ortlip
failed to mention which thwarts most
would-be thieves.
MOST CHAINS are not sawed off for
the simple reason that it takes too
much tune and makes noise.
The professional thiel will use a bolt
cutter which looks like an enlarged
pau of wire snips with huge jaws and

TO CUT THE CHAIN, be simply puts
one arm on the ground, inserts the
chain, and jumps on the other arm to
produce the leverage necessary to snap
the chain.
Even the best chains are susceptible
to the bolt cutting method The
solution'' Keep the chain several feet
off the ground and attached to
something solid, preferably a big cop.
and make sure the chain goes through
the front wheel and the frame.
THE IMMEDIATE addition of
bicycle racks in conspicuous areas wUI
also help to alleviate this serious
problem. Thank you Mr. Ortlip for
bringing this problem to light.
Ronald K. Miller
321Prout
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Liddy's advice 'wrong'
WASHINGTON (AP) Coovieted Watergate conspirator G. Gordon Liddy
advised
Republican
coagressmen last year on
how to avoid the restrictions
of the new 1972 campaign reporting law.
As it turned out. Liddy's
advice was wrong
A seminar on the new law
was held Feb. S. 1972. and.
according to invitations that
went out to all Republican
congressmen, it was jointly
sponsored by the Republican
Congressional
Committee

and the House Republican
Conference.
The GOP Congressional
Committee, however, now
disavows all responsibility
Uddy was present as
counsel to the Committee to
Re-elect the President
"THE WsKHX thrust of
his speech was bow to evade
the new campaign laws,"
said one congressional aide
who attended the meeting.
"He told us to go out and get
all the money we could before April 7.

"He said we wouldn't have
to name contributors and.
even better we could go out
and buy televiaion and radio
time with the money collected before April 7 and it
wouldn't count against the
law's limitations on media
expenses."
before the law took effect
April 7. all campaign contributions could be kept secret,
but all contributions received after that date had to
be made public.
The law also limited the
amount of money that could

newsnoTes
Rights bill
BOSTON (API - President Jerome B.
Wiesner of Massachusetts Institute of
Technology said yesterday a new Bill of
Rights might be needed to protect
modem Americans from electronic
surveillance.
"The effect of this has been to
intimidate many individuals and make
them draw back from perfectly legal
political and social activities. To my
nonlegal mind there is even the question
of whether the BUI of Rights, is
adequate to protect man in his relation
to the modern state.''

Campus law
COLUMBUS (AP) - A federal court
ruling is expected within a month on a
suit challenging the constitutionality of
Ohio's campus disruption law.
A three-judge panel beard arguments
in the case Monday and gave the
American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)
of Ohio, who filed the suit, and state
attorneys 20 days to file written
motions
The ACLU filed the suit last year in
behalf of students, faculty and staff
members at both Ohio Slate and Ohio

universities. ACLU attorneys contended
the law is unconstitutional because
persons can be punished without due
process.

TV Watergate
NEW YORK (AP) - All three
networks are stopping their daytime
programs at 10 am EDT tomorrow to
televise the start of public bearings by
the Senate Select
Committee
investigating the Watergate scandal
It will be the first lime since
November 1970 that any network has
halted Its daytime soap operas, game
shows and reruns for live coverage of
Senate committee proceedings
NBC did it that year during a Senate
inquiry into the unsuccessful Son Tay
prison raid in North Vietnam

be spent on a congressional
campaign. For an average
campaign, the maximum
• was about ISO.000
LIDDY'S advice that
media time bought before
April 7 wouldn't count
against that maximum
proved erroneous
The
Federal Communications
Commission later ruled that
the maximum applied no
matter when the media lime
was contracted for
One Republican source
who had known Liddy
several years earlier said be
had been concerned about
the tone of Liddy's advice on
the law
"Here was a man who said
be was the counsel to the
Committee to Re-elect the
President coming to tell
Republican congressmen
now to beat the law The
tone of the whole thing was
very disquieting.
"Liddy indicated be was
handling the presidential
side of the law. " a GOP aide
said. "He pretty much dominated the meeting It was
evident that be knew more
about the law than anvone
else

Even though additional
bike racks have been a
priority item lor more than
a year.
J
Claude
Scheuerman. vice president
for operations, said yesterday it may be another year
before more racks are
installed
"It's a question of
priorities." he explained
"In this case bike racks are
needed but they just aren't
high enough on the list "
The University receives 50
per cent of the city's
required bike registration
fees

Rep. Chisholm
WASHINGTON (AP) - Rep Shirley
Chisholm (D-NY.) is among the
winners of the first Ladies Home
Journal "Women of the Year" awards
The awards were presented Monday
night in a nationally televised snow from
the Kennedy Center

ALTHOUGH

HE

tiooed Nixon that it "could
wound the President," be
didn't deduce that top White
House aides had attempted
to enlist the CIA's aid to
cover up the scandal.
The CIA's deputy director.

A recent increase in bike thefts may have prompted someone to can ouflage
his bicycle behind a row of shrubbery. Perhaps an enterprising student

hideaway ?

thought the bushes would distract a potential poacher

Bike racks-case of priorities

Watergate bugging links denied
WASHINGTON (AP) - L
Patrick Gray III told Senate
investigators the FBI never
found links between the
Watergate wiretapping and
the White House, an official
summary of Gray's remarks
showed yesterday
Gray said a CIA official
had him postpone FBI interviews with two Watergate
witnesses, and that this
caused confusion that was
not normal.
But he said that when be
told President Nixon about
this in a telephone conversation last July 6 be blamed it
on "either carelessness or
indifference" by White
House aides

Protective

Army Lt. Gen. Vernon A
Walters, testified Monday
before the Senate Armed
Services Committee in
secret that White House
aides H R Haldeman. John
D. Ehrlichman and John W

Dean III were trying to engage the CIA in a Watergate
coverup. a reliable source
said.

The money is put into a
special fund for purchasing
new racks. However, only
$300 was collected during
the past year. Scheuerman
said
"THE BULK of the bikes
were registered before the
city began splitting the

Course offered
A course entitled
An
Introduction to Computer
Technology and the Related
Social Issues'' will be
offered fall quarter by the
computer science department
There are no prerequisites
for the course, but it is not
open to students having
credit in Computer Science
101 or Quantitative Analysis
160
More information about
the four-hour course can be
obtained by calling the
computer
science
department. 372-2337

money
with
us."
Scheuerman said.
In addition, the University
architect has been unable to
find a suitable design for the
bike racks. Scheuerman
explained
The
wooden
racks
installed last year were
poorly placed and do not
make it possible to lock the
bikes, he said
He said at the University
Parking Committee's last
meeting the need for
additional
racks
was
stressed.
However, he said if the
Parking Service budget has

BRATHAUS

Folk Festival planned

Happy Hours!

Volunteers are needed to work as ushers, staging
assistants and maintenance personnel at the Toledo Folk
Festival May 18-30 at the Toledo Sports Arena
The festival will feature persons from different nations
sponsoring booths containing their native foods and crafts
and dance groups performing their native folk dances.
Persons Interested in working as volunteers should
contact 373-43M or J72-J808
The festival Is sponsored by the International Institute of
Toledo

surplus funds at the end of
the year, the money would
be used for several other
projects ranked higher on
the priority list
One priority is an

information booth to be
located near the stadium.
Scheuerman
said
Additional funds would be
needed to improve roads to
the booth, he said

National Police Week
Campus Safety will hold
an open house tomorrow.
Friday and Sunday as part of
National Police Week
The division offices in 104
Commons will be open (or
inspection by students and
faculty from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m tomorrow and Friday

The general public will be
allowed to tour the facilities
Sunday from 1-5 p.m.
Bureau supervisors will be
available to conduct tours,
demonstrate the new radio
system and answer
questions

S.B.O. ANNOUNCES:
A Steering Committee vacancy
Anyone interested in applying should sign up in 405 Student Activities by Friday, May 18, at 5:00 p.m.

Interviews will be held Mon. 5/21 and Wed.5/23

Mon. - Tues. - Wed.
6-8 P.M.
2 For 1
Free Popcorn
115 E. Court

ANY QUESTIONS - CALL 372-2951

cau-

Aid available
Students at Kirelands
branch campus who require
financial aid from the Ohio
Student Guarantee Loan
program should apply now
for the 1973-74 academic
year.
Mike Arnold, coordinator
of Student Development at
Firelands. said
more
students will probably ask
for state aid because of new
federal
financial
aid
regulations.
Students desiring further
information are asked to
contact the Student Services
Office at Firelands

LUTHER APTS.
Special
Summer Rates
1 bdrm. • '250.00
2 bdrm. - '300.00
(2-4) Occupants

Pendleton
Realty
353-3641

V> BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
RIDGE MANOR APARTMENTS

519 Ridge St

\
**
BEST BALL DOUBLES
WOMEN'S
MAY 17

• MEN'S
MAY 23 & 24

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR APTS.
NEW 3UILDING COMPLETED
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTSC0MPLETELY FURNISHED
MODEL SUITE

trophies

,IW,II(led

(irsl 1 places

%

CALL

352-7444

HOURS:
12-5
NOW
LEASING

1st Runner-Up

MISS BGSU
5.5355

Delta Gamma is
proud of their
1973 Spring Pledge Class

Qt. Coke
Special

-a-:
"0""as
5a"c. .Ve s

• 2 bdrm. furnished apts.
• Fully carpeted

"•'3' .: ~a-:e-

• Laundry Facilities

".:■?■.

'.'

-•

Reg. 35c — Tonite 25c

$130 per month
Summer Rate

The Pizza People, Period

(Occupancy 1-4 Persons)
--'= 535 -se-

CALL 352-0717
or 352-7660

Chi Omega
Congratulates
LINDA PATTERSON

1515 E. WOOSTER

■

Domino's

352-5221

fof* 4 /Th. BO N.wi, Wednesday, May 16. 1973

Schedule changes

Rehabilitation aid sought
A proposal seeking funds
for « rehabilitation program
for the problem drinker baa
been submitted to the Ohio
Department of Health by the
Wood
County
Health
Department
The report, prepared by
Phil Martin, director of the
Wood County Alcohol and
Drug
Abuse
Program
(ADAPI, stresses the need
for cooperation between the
rehabilitation program and
the Wood County Municipal
Court
Martin said the court
would refer all alcohol-related cases to ADAP

The program, known as
the Wood County Court
Rehabilitation (WCCRI. will
rely heavily on the court
system, according to the
proposal The court would
decide who will be offered
WCCR
THE PROGRAM
will
include four sessions dealing
with the various aspects of
alcohol use and abuse, the
physiology
and
early
symptoms of alcoholism,
dangers chronic drinkers
represent and the help
available for the alcoholic.
Upon referral, the judge

may choose to suspend all or
part of the fine until the
offender
completes
the
program
At that time,
WCCR will make a recommendation to the court
based on the offender's
attendance,
participation,
attitude and behavior.
The court cannot order
anyone to participate in the
program Participants will

UAO Campus Flicks
How I Won the War?

Fri.-May 18
Sat.-May 19th

Kinetic Art

Martin said
Municipal
Court Judge H. Richard
Dunipace
seems
to
be
"buying" the idea. "There:
was a time when the judge
was very bard on problem
drinkers, but be seems to
like this idea of the referral
system." Martin said.

Vocational lecture set
"Women's
Series
73"
continues tomorrow with a
discussion of "Women in
Vocations" at 7 p.m. in the

Free with I.D. - Math-Sci, 210
••A*****************************
*

MM SECTIONS r ALL wm

be charged a $5 entrance
fee.

Pink
Dogwood
Room.
Union.
Martha Eckman, assistant
professor of English, will
speak
on
the problems
facing a working woman.
Following her presentation,
small groups will discuss
various careers with professionals acting as group
leaders.
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The groups will include
women and the arts, led by
Barb
Anderson,
art
historian at
the Toledo
Museum of Art. women and
counseling with Ur Nancy
Wygant.
counseling
psychologist at the Counseling
Center, and women and the
church with Eckman.
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Wednesday Special

STEAK Dinner
Tossed Salad, Baked Potato, Roll

J Reg. 4.49

*
*

Now Only .99 J
Across From The Football Stadium

a*******************************

Lunch Time Special

The discussion, sponsored
by WOMEN and Student
Activities, is free and open
to the public.

in
101

Winthrop Terrace
*

Domino's

tin

LOW LOW LOW
SUMMER RATES
1 BEDROOM — 220/qtr.
2 BEDROOM — 250/qtr.
2 BEDROOM
2 BATH — 270/qtr.

Arobs slow oil pumping
support for the Arab
struggle against Israel.
Their slowdown, while
only symbolic, underscored
the increasing talk among

By The Asseciated Press
Four Arab nations stopped
pumping
oil
briefly
yesterday in a gesture of

Tin-:

Call Between

3 Free Cokes with any large or
1 Free Qt. Coke with any small
Pizza
Call Domino's Now for Lunch — 352-5221
The Pizza People. Period
Olleigood only between II am

5 pm

HEY
PODNERS!
Celebrate Chris Matesich's last day

Wednesday is
Dollar Day
% lb. Western

Cheeseburger Platter
(cole slaw & trench fries)

DELTA TAU DELTA
Little Sisses
WOULD LIKE TO
CONGRA TULA TE

PETE KOTSATOS
THEIR
SENIOR MAN
OF THE
YEAR
THURSDAY thru SATURDAY
ONLY

$

Assorted Women's
Sandals & Shoes
Now from

T"

Assorted Men's Casuals
Originally from '12.95

1.00

Now from

4ira3uSKhrr

KKOTIC
FILM
FKSTIVAI.,
'•"' v,"vxn>J?j **»••«■» —I
KJI.,1

\ 1

.L.I.I

If .i... .dm.iirj

115 Ed. Building
7-9 p.m. Admission $1.25
May 18. 19. 20 Fri. Sat.. Sun.

AIR CONDITIONED APTS.
AVAILABLE

EFFECTIVE or not. the
gesture added a note of urgency to the talk in Arab
capitals of turning their
black gold into a political
force
against
Western
support for Israel
President Anwar Sadat of
Egypt repeated his suggestion that Arab nations use
their oil to pressure the
United States into abandoning Israel
Although Arab militants
have talked of mixing oil and
politics since the first ArabIsraeli war. the conservative regimes that control
much Arab oil have been
reluctant to gamble with
their enormous incomes
The flow of Arab oil has
been seriously interrupted
only twice- during brief
periods of war in 1956 and
1867

THIS W6€K€HP

803 & 815, 8th St.
• 2 bdrm. furnished apts.
• Fully carpeted
• Laundry facilities

$130 per month
Summer Rate
(Occupancy 1-4 Persons)

Originally from '10.99

and a Coke®
Good May 16 Only
Reg. $1.34

Roy Rogers
Restaurant

OFFICE AT 400 NAPOLEON RD.
Ph. 352-9135

Arab leaders about using
their oil riches as a political
tool in the Middle bast
Western oil company officials maintained supplies
were not affected by the
pumping halt

Funnier and Hornier

Rates Based On 2 People

11-5:00 and Receive

IIMTR MW. UF
H0 I'M H

3

Call 352-0717
or 352-7660

Phi Mu Congratulates
their Beauty Queens
JODY SCHMIDT
- Phi Kappa Tau Sweetheart

KATHY PRATT
[jikPs bootery

- 1st runner-up Derby Darling

L€TUSB€
VOUR
WHttlS.
Fri. Escape Service
LVBowling Green

4:15 p.m.

AR Cleveland

7:05 pm.

LVBowling Green

4:15 pm.

AR-Columbus

6:45 pm

Sunday Return
IV Cleveland
AR-Bowkng Green
IV-Cokimbus

5 p.m.
7:45 p.m.
5:45 p.m.

AR-Bowkng Green 7:45 p.m.
• Mens Gym

6GSU

Joseph Subic Sr.

SAVE
34«

300 E

wooster

Mon.-Fri. 11-9
Sat. 10-6

Stadium Plaza
Center

PAT WILLIAMSON

419 E Woosttr
BO, Ohio
353-5982

- 4th runner-up Miss BGSU

GO GREYHOUND
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WE'VE GOT THE

•if here Thrifty Shopping
is a Pleasure"

GreatScot

•

•

FOR VOL!

FRIEND! r FOOD STORES

THRIFTY
BURGER

USDA CHOOSY CHOICE

LB.
SIRLOIN TIP STEAK „.$ 158
AVERAGE COST
PER SERVING

L

_DO

U.S.D.A. CHOOSY CHOICE

TOP ROUND STEAKJV*
GlENOALE

2V> LBS. FOR A FAMILY OF 6

HAM SAUSAGE

CHOOSY

*J«A

u. 1"

CUBE STEAK

„.$1M

77

r

NEW! VERSATILE!
ECONOMICAL!
NUTRITIONAL!

COUNTRY »TVLI

CHICKEN LEGS
& THIGHS......
BONILt»irOlLIUVUI
BONELESS ROUID BU1I SITU

88

PORK ROAST

73'. GROUND BEEF
25*. HVDRATED PROTEIN

THE * COMBINATION OF QUALITY, VARIETY, SERVICE, CONVENIENCE,

7 DAY BONUS BUYS & THRIFTY PRICES!
FRENCH'S

AU GRATIN
POTATOES
OVERNIGHT DISPOSABLE

PAMPERS
rJMdiitf

oOc
mm. I Jl

lill 1 1 A ■ I -M

W^m i V-a 1
SAVE 60'

SECRET
ANTI PERSPIRANT

i

KRAFT RCCUIAR

47c

BARBEQUE SAUCE

IBOZ."I •

,« 56c
.o,29'
o,29'

DOVE

DISHWASHING LIQUID
KRAFT SQUEEZE

SALAD MUSTARD
ADOLPH'S

MEAT MARINADE
APPLESAUCE
FRUIT COCKTAIL
DIL MONTE

PINEAPPLE
THANK YOU

,soz4/$l
c

27
25c

JUICE

RED PACK

c

DICED TOMATOES
COLLEGE INN

19
_

C

_ _

C

uor33

,.0z59c

STARKIST

j»«»

SEAWAY

CHUNK LIGHT TUNA

39

INSTANT BREAKFAST

23c

PURINA

CARNATION

WHOLE KERNEL OR CREAM

DEL MONTE CORN

—_

COFFEE MATE

Aa

.25°
- _

,03l9c

GIANT
SIZI

WHEATIES

FRfSHLIKI CUT

PEAS ft CARROTS

SOFT TOUCH

10

CHOW MEIN DINNERS o9z88c

CHICKEN BROTH

FRESHLIKE

ROYAL GELATIN

,««2B€

HAWAIIAN PUNCH <£ 2/33°
.25°

DETERGENT

TOILET TISSUE

BONED CHICKEN

,oz49c

COLLEGE INN

GREEN BEANS

C

MOZ43

9 FLAVORS

LA CHOY BEEF O* CHICK EN

■ —

CHERRY PIE FILLINGNO,46
REALEMON

GINGERBREAD MIX

SAUERKRAUT

INSTANT MILK
KELLOGG'Sl FLAVORS

GO-ROUNDS

noz

c

_

c
t0z49

$148

1

,oz39c

4 FLAVORS

6 ENV.

49°
'in

CHUCK WAGON DINNER 55c
KOZV KITTEN

CAT FOOD

^

-

,soz6/s1

SMUCKER'S

APPLE JELLY
NORTHERN

PAPER TOWELS

THANKS FOR SHOPPING GREAT SCOT!
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Education meetings set
p.m. in 220 Math-Science
Bldg
Students who plan to
participate in the program
(all quarter are required to

A registration meeting (or
student* interested in the
Methods
Eiperience
Project for (all quarter will
be held tomorrow at 7.30

»r.ai<Jfc>.

DELTA GAMMA
says

FLAME and get FIRED up
for the

FORMAL on FRIDAY

attend the meeting. Students
unable to attend should
contact Dr. Darrel Fyffe,
advisor (or the project, at
372-2734.
There will also be a
meeting at 7 p.m. tomorrow
in the same room for
students interested in the
Sylvania Professional
Laboratory Experience Program, a new sequence of
courses to be offered to one
group of students during the
1973-74 academic year.
The program involves
both
teaching
and

sT,
cheap nite

COME ON
DOWN TO

SKfincWl
left

«vi

Todzinger!

it*

FRCe b • \Z oz. CANS of

Pcpsi.'Oiot t^ewdtr.-ed -down stuff)
"'"'thhie pvirChds*-

of«s»3.^pi2ia.";
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Sir wh.il <vpofluntlir!i tbrrr ;trr in tlH' held ol <;<H>grdphv
jl Ih*- i..'fki.i|.h\ IVp! Open Huusr in 301 Hjnnj Hail
Iroiii 1 lo4 ;Wpm
SIMS will hold checking lor those who practice T M at
I :»pni in the I'erry Room ol the I'nion
There will be a Christian prayer meeting at ( Ii p m at
I'roul Chapel
SIMS will have an advanced lecture lor those who
practice T M in the River Roomol the llnionat 7 pm
The HUSC Law Society will hold an election ol ofticers lor
the 1973 4 school year at 7 ISpminM3Bus Ad

Need ride to O It May is ai
Call Joy 372 ♦*»

Auto
Repair
VW
i
DomestH- LYRIC Auto is:.
S Main 35J 7031

Waitress wanted Pagliafs
Piua Apply in person. 1004
S Main

STADIUM

Sales help wanted full or
part
time
11000 monlh
possible Own hrs Heply
name & phone number. Opportunity
PO Boi 336
Fremont Oh 43420
Front desk clerk- It-male
Days M-F Apply in person
Hamada Inn Perrysburg
I'hone girl to call appointments, work evening* Call
3S2«S2! I ti k lor interview
I2perhr plus bonus

GIRLS ON THE MAKE!
HUNGRY FOR LOVE AND BURNING WITH PASSION.
IN THE LIFE AND TIMES OF

Male piua makers wanted
immediately Apply eveiv
lags. Mr Ed s

lllkH^ PJio** ■

Girl- General pizza parlor
duties Hrs 9-12 pm Immediate
opening
Apply
evenings. Mr Eds
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ACTORS
WANTED
lor
children s
lilm
being
producedby
WBGl TV
Student* laculty and staff
Call Tom Tobin at 24121 lor
more information Tryouts
Thursday May 17 at 7pm
CUSTOM ENGAGEMENT
RINGS
by
PHILIP
MORTON at The Working
Hand
Craft Center
515
Conneaut

Camp Glen-Camplire Girls.

Much

352

Attractive
barmaids 4
waitresses
needed
(or
summer Apply in person
Mr Bojangles S93S Main

Seducers

■

.

■-■•■,

.

.'&'..'..

■
-■ (

PERSONALS

Hoy Rogers Rest needs
summer help
Apply in
person Good beneliu

Tues Fri

Need attractive women (or
fashion shots lor portlolio
Call 352 9147 after 4 pm

I'AUi V MMAN
Ml

Camp Courageous retarded
children residence Season
June II Aug II Positions
available
I
male
counselors,
salary
HOMO wk
I
waterlront
director »75 wk male or
lemale. must have WSI I
maintenance 4 grounds man
S3S wk
I nurse. 1109 wk
Hooni a board furn lor all
positions Location White
house. Ohio Contact Mr
Kick Spiegle 611 S Main
Bowling Green. Ohio Sat
7747 alter 4 pm

Paddy Murphy. SAE national drinking champion and
the mentor of gross people
everywhere, was taken to
Wood
County
Hospital
loday. and listed in critical
condition Paddy was found
in a comatose stale lying
next to a rusty can of Busch
Beer Doctors speculate that
Paddy
had
foolishly
attempted to crawl inside
the can in order 10 consume
those precious last drops
Paddy > efforts left an ugly
BLACK
BURN
on
his
posterior

Hostess 9-2
6332

true...

TAB HUNIffl

Inc KindUy. Ohio Needed
waterfront WSI June ISAug 19 Contact Mrs Nancy
Bryant. Sot W Hardln SI
Kindlav 4M40 Ph 4IMZ2.
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THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIGHT. ADMISSION $1.00 WITH I.D.
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• Facilities include
V/2 baths
Wall to Wall Carpeting
Central Heat and A/C
Patio Grills
Indoor Pool
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Furnished 2 Bedroom
Suites
only $65
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or gold.
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27 Dre*a, mod «tyle.
2K Prove false.
29 Eye: Fr.
12 Trim off.
14 ConHunlly.
35 Talking bird.
16 Chtmt.
18 Informer*.
II Mourners.
16 narkley and
other-.
48 Fahulou. Creek
archer.
\'i Poppy product.
*»0 Shut.
'I Color values.
S2 Ruined rily on
the Nile.
>i (i.in, I,
36 City on the
Tevere.
37 Girl's name:
Abhr.
38 Re overfond.
61) Certain Rrilon:
Abbr.
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•) Herbert operetta
heroine.
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11 Middle: Law.
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1 It.... I..
S Unit of
illumination.
•I II..ii . li'>M
MMWni Collnq.
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I .r (I,..- .
11 Tied.
16 (line more.
17 Shrubby plant.
18 iMilrrl.tkinc.
20 All together.
22 Tenny-on
heroine.
23 Remain.
24 Welcoming one.
23 Part net of
hobl.il.
28 Vaunt.
10 Diminutive
nfil
SI Shelter for ti
Cheyenne.
11 Article*.
37 Plow *ole.
19 I i Mei II name.
in ''hip'o rrane.
11 Zenana.
12 Poet Rainer.
44 Direction.
t!> Embankment.
17 Snare.
1') C.l-nliniadditive.
\l Itoundary.
S3 Conspirator.
55 Made ufo.
W I'.irl of »pare.
61 Wyo. neighbor.
62 F \i-n i-i-r
U Spantah title.
61 Send forth.
63 Jumble.
66 Shakespearean
•even.
6? Tear down.

DOES SCHOOL

u N HAVE

DOWN

ACROSS

classwork. Students must be
elementary education
majors and have completed
work in Education 302 and
Math 241 and 242 in order to
be eligible for the program.
Fees for the program are
$25 fall quarter. $25 for
winter quarter, and 136 for
spring quarter.
Faculty members will be
present at both meetings to
answer questions and
explain the operation,
selection and registration
procedures for
the
sequence.

is back
at Pagliai's.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Congratulations

to

Much you're a sweetheart
lo more than Just the Tekes
l.i'l Sis Love. Lynne
I'At.l IAI s
IS
CLOSED
MONDAY 4 Tl ESDAY
HKC.I LAH HOIKS HVST
Of WEEK
Popcorn, congrals
place Miss IL.M
MomtKids

on

4th

I,..,-

Mm

Sigma Phi .172 aiss
I Oibson eleclric. 2 Martina,
never been used 4-track
mike • stand
Walt-Wan
pedal Black Finger Ego
power
boost.
Screaming
Mini lit 44*:
1 man housetrailer lor sale
or rent located neil to
(Mlenhauer I'hone 34J-IJK.
For sale cheap living ac
commodatlon 12xM mobile
home on nice, large lot
Avail Aug or Sept 3S2 7285

. hnK really know how lo
llame.
even with then
parents it's all the same

lux5l homelle. carpeted
lurn air cond on lot stor
age shed Ckfl alter i pm
3M-7BI

Derby Day was lanlastic
Special thanks to our great
Sigma Chi coaches. Dave
and Mute Love, the D Q I

72 Kawasaki 100 1375. 2
helmets included Mike 3544214 alter 7 pm

John- congratulations to you
and Susie on your TKE
pinning I wish you both the
best' Li ISisLove Barb
Congratulations Amu and
Steve on your Delt pinning
We never thought you would
do it. Sieve The Brothers of
Delta Tau Delta
Boo Boo- congratulations on
your
lavaher
to Tim'
K.D.'I
Congratulations
Susie
&
John on your TKE pinning
Love. Sharon.
Mindy.
Candy. Diane & LeAnn
DP Deb s- You really know
how to dish it out thanks
lor the ice cream social'
The Brothers
Chi Ol had spirit Chi Ol
had !un now lei's hear it lor
our coaches No I
Y'ea.
Antonio and Cannonball
Middle Class Youth is back
with a show to bring the
house down The Best of the
2nd New York Erotic Film
Festival Fun for all with
something
lor everyone
Don't miss it Fri . Sat.
Sun . 115 Ed Bid 7 4 9 lor
only II 25
FOR SALE
Peach laced love bird. 2
moa old Partly tamed 352637S
Oval diamond wedding set
1 S karel Have appraisal
Must sell 372 1736
Desk (or sale, typewrite top
354-2951
Furniture lor sale, trophy
case, make ofler
Alpha

Must sell- 70'i Honda CL
350
excellent
condition
runsperlect Ph 352 7069

North Grove Apis 2 bdrm
lurn 4-man 145 each Call
353-5(91
1 Female to sublet summer
Air conditioning swimming
pool Reasonable 372 2456
Greenview
Apartments
SI MMEH 4 FALL leases
available 1 bdrm 2 bdrm
4 ell
available
Special
summer rates Call 3521195
or slop by
Wanted Housemateis. now
and or through summer
Nice situation 354-0695
1
bdrm
turn
Married
couple 1140 mo
Opening
June 15 4 30 Sept 1 Ph 352,
•626
Deluxe Ig 1 bdrm turn apt
avail June 15 Close lo I'niv

M **•

72 Honda 350 SMO Kevin 2
4359

Summer
sublet
w (all
option 1 bdrm lurn apt
A C Pool 1145 mo 352 5596
alter 3

Must sell
67 Honda 300Call 352-OSS5

APARTMENTS
RENT 3529371

I960 Toyota Corona auto
Radio eng overhauled Ex
cond Call 354-0255

Apia and rooms (or sum 4
tail Near campus Ph .15;'
7365

66 Dodge Coronet 440 com
3Ueng Good cond 353-1166

Teachers, grad students
young working people- lurn
2 bdrm apt lor summer
Ph 352-8161 mornings

Must sell, new car on the
way. 1971 Dodge Demon 6
cvl . manual Ph 352-7089
71 Pinto sedan
Call 6U-3666

Apt
to sublet, summer
Close 1100 mo 352-5360

4 speed

65 VW good body Radio
gas beater Runs well 6400
Ph 352-5518
72 Opel 1900 stationwagon
FM stereo system
Best
oiler Ph 352 8654

3 males to sublet hae (or
summer June Ir 911 8th St
352-6727
Big house across Irom Koh
Need 2 or 3 F lor sum
830 mo ulil incld Call 352
15(1
1-2 F sum 840 mo 352 7163

FOR RENT
APARTMENTS
RENT 352 9378
Openings lor 1-4 persons
CAMPUS
MANOR
APARTMENTS now renting
for
summer
4
fall
SPECIAL
SUMMER
RATES 1140 per monlh
New furnished
2 minute
walk to campus. 5 lo town
Located
behind
Burger
Chel Phone 352-9102 days.
352-8065 evenings, or 352
7365 evenings
Apia lor summer 4 fall
rental
Special
summer
rales 1 block to campus
Apply Hamblin Cleaners or
call 353-4673 before 5 pm or
353-3143alter 6pm

2-bedrm
apt
to sublet
Greenview Cheap' 352-5378
4 bdrm apt temales and I
bdrm apt couple I blk to
umv 352 7066 after 4
Available summer 4 fall
leases close to campus
Phone 352 1973 353-9863
APARTMENTS
RENT 352 9376

FOB

NO ONE UNDER 17 ADMITTED
ID'S WILL BE CHECKED

FOR

LARGE 2 BDRM AITS
FOR 4 STUDENTS NEAR
TOWERS PH 3527365
Student room M- summer 4
tall
Kitchen,
private
entrance, rec rm 3 bks
froml'niv Ph 352S043

.
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U.S. circus fans 'spoiled'
By Rase HID
Editor
American circus-goers have been
spoiled.
According to Raymond Dionne.
French-born juggler and perch pole
athlete. Americans nave become
"used to getting something for
nothing."

Dionne and his wife Yolanda came to
the United Slates in IKS. They have
performed throughout Europe and the
western hemisphere and presently are
appearing with the Hanneford Circus
THEIR SON made his professional
debute over eight years ago-be was
two-and-a-half.
The 39-year-old perch pole athlete

and acrobat blamed the lack of
appreciation for circus talent on
television.
He said television has conditioned
Americans against responding to live
performers Because a person cannot
respond to a television actor, be does
not realize he is expected to react to
the live performer. Dionne said
However. Dionne said Europeans are
not afraid to boo. hiss, throw things or
applaud performers.
DIONNE ALSO criticized the threering circus. However. American
circuses need to be that large to fill an
arena, be said.
• The spectator cannot see each act."
said Dionne "There are too many
performances at once and none of them
are appreciated as they should be. The
public has not been trained to
appreciate the individual."
He said in most foreign countries.

the circus takes place in only one ring
"But here, a one-ring circus would not
make any money," he said.
Dionne said most performers would
prefer the single ring circus.
"WHEN I perform, no one should
disturb me," said Dionne. He said the
performer's attitude must be that he
"is a god" or his act will be mediocre.
Dionne also pointed out that in
Europe, it "would be a disgrace" for a
circus performer to work on the set-up
crew. However, he and his son both
help lay the flooring for the Hanneford
Circus
He also said night travel has given
the circus a bad reputation.
People have concluded that the
circus pulls in during the night, takes
the town people's money and pulls out
the next night. Dionne said. The public
does not realize the performers often
buy food and clothes or have their cars
repaired in towns where they perform,
he added
THE DIONNES are on the road
nearly eight months a year. During the
winter, they live in Fort Myers, Fla.
When not on tour, the family
practices daily. However, when on the
road, they practice only if a problem
develops within one of their acts.
"If you don't do it every day. you lose
it." Dionne explained
Dionne spoke highly of the
Hanneford family. He called them
"one of the nicest troupes I have ever
performed with."
The Dionnes try to tour with a
different circus each year.
"There aren't many acts like this
one so it is well-remembered." be said
He tries to avoid playing the same
town more often than every three
years.
"I was shocked to find out
Americans think the circus is for
kids." he concluded. "There's too
much talent and daring involved. The
circus should thrill the grownups, too.

A steady head and keen eye have kept the Dionne perch pole
athletes from suffering serious accidents. In the 15 years they
have been in the United States Ray and Yolanda Dionne have
hod only one mishap.

From sports arena

to circus Big Top'
Nowiphef by J.nph W. Darwol

Undergrad
one-acts

Nick Ruggieri. sophomore ( A*S), stars as Jack Argue in "Muzeeka". by John
Guare. With "Why Is It That the Bishop of Sordor and Man Never Sits in the
House of Lords?", the other one-act on the bill, "Muzeeka" will be performed
Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. in Joe E. Brown Theatre.

One-acts open Friday
Two philosophical one-acts. "Why Is
It That the Bishop of Sordor and Man
Never Sits in the House of Lords?" and
"Muzeeka." will be presented this
weekend in Joe K Brown Theatre.
Both will debut Friday night with
repeat performances Saturday
evening

Why Is It That the Bishop of Sordor
and Man Never Sits in the House of
Lords?" was written by Steve
Allerding, a former University
student He first conceived the idea for
the play three years ago as a high
school senior
WHILE

READING

a

book

Coming attractions
WBGU-TV-Tonight at 9. Francoise Gilot will discuss the artist as an
historical figure on "June Wayne." At 9:30 p.m.. the future of cable
television will be the topic of "The Turning Points."
Thursday and Saturday at 8 p.m. "The Battle of Culloden." a
documentary on the clash between British and Jacobite forces in 1746,
will be shown.
Sunday at 7:30 p.m., the hidden costs of reclaiming the environment
will be the topic of "What Happens to Me? At 9 p.m.. "The Celebrated
Battle Scene" episode of "Vanity Fair" will be presented
LITERATURE LECTURES-Tonight at 8 p.m.. Dr. Phyllis Hetrick of
the Defiance College English department will talk on "Shakespeare Had
an 'Aye' for Women" in 110 Business Administration Bldg.
Thursday at 4 p.m.. Dr Clarence Gohdes. visiting professor from
Duke University will discuss "American Literature and American
Geography" in the Pink Dogwood Suite. Union.
SCHOOL OF MUSIC-Tonight at 8:15, The University Chamber
Orchestra concert will feature the 1973 Competitions in Music winners
The concert will be in the Recital Hall. School of Music.
Thursday at 8 15, the Percussion Ensemble will perform in the
Recital Hall. School of Music.
Saturday at 8 p.m., Concert Bands I and II will present a concert in the
Grand Ballroom. Union.
THEATER ACnvrnES-Thursday at 3 p.m and Friday and Saturday
at 8 p.m.. the Firelands Campus closes its season with "A Shot in the
Dark, adapted from a French play. Tickets may be ordered by calling
433-5560 between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Tuesday at 3:30 p.m.. the Black Theatre Dimensions series closes
with a dramatic collage entitled "Black Theatre: Here and Now and
Cook in '"in 105 South Hall
ART WSPLAY-Tbe twenty-second annual Undergraduate Art Show
continues this week in the gallery of the Fine Arts Bldg. The display
features 550 pieces, some of which are for sale.

on

parliamentary history. Allerding came
across a footnote explaining that the
Bishop of Sordor and Man had never
sat in the House of Lords
Allerding said the footnote offered no
reason for the bishop's absence from
the House.
The footnote inspired Allerding to
write a play about "unanswerable
questions" ranging from "Does God
exist?" to "Why Is It That the Bishop
of Sordor and Man Never Sits in the
House of Lords?"
The cast consists of the bishop,
played by David Gilronan. senior
(Ed. >, a soldier and chorus of 18.
The play is directed by Amy
Zimmerman, junior (Ed. A4S). Sue
Ann Burke, freshman (A&SI and
chorus member, arranged the
choreography with the music written
by Allerding.
"MUZEEKA" by John Guare, is
directed by Jeanne Blum, junior (Ed.).
The play has a cast of four characters
and four mimes.
The drama occurs in the mind of
Jack Argue, played by Nick Ruggieri.
sophomore (AM). The play concerns
reality, Blum said.
"I am dealing with reality and
unreality in terms of black and white."
said Blum. "The mimes are the only
ones who deal with color."
SHE SAID the mimes will be
wearing traditional mime make-up.
The two plays, which replace the
graduate one-acts, are being produced
by undergraduates.
It took the students several weeks to
get permission from the University
Theatre Office to do the plays.
"They haven't seemed to think we
could do it," said Blum.
She said the theater office keeps
reminding them to do "the little
things" such as getting posters and
programs printed. "But we've already
taken care of all that.'' she said.
Both plays are free and open to the
public.
Curtain time is 8 p.m.

By Reee Himr
Kilrrui.mcil Editor
At II Saturday morning, it was an
ordinary hardwood basketball court.
Twenty-four hours later. Anderson
Arena had been transformed into a
circus Big Top. The Hanneford Circus
had come to town.
When the prop crew began the
transformation, they covered every
inch of the hardwood floor with
protective insulation. Nearly a dozen
men laid the insulation squares in less
than 20 minutes.
Then they laid the tarpaulin for the
center ring and rolled out the red
carpet that completely surrounded
ring area.
SINCE SATURDAY was the troupe's
day off, the crew had time to touch up
the paint on the center ring's curbing
It took over two hours to re-touch
each of the red, blue and yellow
sections used to encircle the center
ring.
Before some of the men became
engrossed in a basketball game, they
hung a ladder and a half dozen ropes
from the beams of the arena so
performers could practice.
To hang the riggings, prop men
climbed onto the beams and strolled
along them until a ground man told
them to stop. They then fastened the
riggings to the beams.
But most of the riggings were hung
Sunday morning.
THE TRAPEZE and rings bar over
the center ring took the longest to
secure
The men fastened six pulleys to the
rigging and hoisted it above the ring.
The pulleys were then attached to the
bleachers or guard rails along the sides
of the arena.
A similar rigging had to be hoisted
up over the two smaller rings. One
trapeze artist was dissatisfied with the
crew's work and completely refastened his rigging.
Meanwhile, the floor and rails of the
basketball court were strewn with
black cables. Some of the wiring
stretched all the way around the court.
AS THE CREW started to raise the
lights, performers wandered in with
costume trunks and props. One man
rolled in the panther cage as casually
as if he were walking a dog. He placed
it in the entrance to the locker room.
Before long, the circus band came in
to set up.
A couple hours earlier, the calliope
had been wheeled in on a dolly and
cautiously carried to its place by lour
of the huskier crew members.

The tumbling mats were in place and
the trampoline was wheeled in.
By noon, there were props in every
corner and around every ring.
THE STAGE was set for the first
acts. Both the side rings were set up by
the performers themselves.
It was showtime
Because of their tight schedule, the
prop crew began dismantling the arena

during the second performance.
As each act ended, props that were
no longer necessary were put on the
trucks. By the end of the show, only the
center ring and the riggings remained
to be dismantled
At II Sunday morning, it was the Big
Top.
Twenty-four hours later, it was an
ordinary hardwood basketball court.

Genesis weaves
music patterns
Review by
Stephen SUvlsucky
As the University campus lies
content with the 'boogie' sound, an
enchanted island across the sea rocks
with the music of Genesis.
One of the most prominent groups in
England. Genesis is slowly becoming
familiar to those on the American
continent
Their music weaves a story and each
tale transcends you to the Land of Nod
where romantic ideals and cosmic
forces influence the sleepers. Each
song is arranged to create a mood-tbe
mood conveyed by the images in the
lyrics.
THE HAUNTING melodies and
demonic force of Genesis demand the
listener's full attention.
The group embraces the sounds of
several English greats-Emerson.
Lake It Palmer. King Crimson. Yes
and the Moodies.
Peter Gabrial (flute and lead vocals)
comes across with unprecedented
dominance. Steve Hackett can cajole
his guitar into stammering or
screaming, or smooth things down to a
mellow serenade.
Michael Rutherford (bass) and Phil
Collins (percussion) subtly knit the
band into a tightly working force while
Tony Banks (keyboards) seems to give
Genesis a sense of direction.
"Foxtrot." their fourth album, ably
displays their magnitude.
SIDE ONE includes "Watcher of the
Skies." an interstellar reflection of
man's fate and the reason for being.
"Time Table" is a pastoral echoing the

days of King Arthur It could be a
metaphor of the Indochina conflict.
"Get 'em Out by Friday" is a harsh
number that comments on society, big
business and the possible fate of
humanity should capitalism overcome
the world. "Can-utility and the
Coastliners" concerns the King of
Kings and his futile attempt to
guarantee world peace.
The second side is a conceptual
masterpiece called "Supper's Ready".
Divided into seven sections, it relates
the tale of a character with strong
affections for the needle (supper?) and
religion.
THE CHARACTER ascends through
a world of hypnotic lullabies, grinding
marches and other radiant strains and
cadences to an onslaught of compelling
syncopation that brings him into a new
land. The main overture is reiterated
in orchestral jubilation as the
character is carried into the "New
Jerusalem" of the sky.
Following an appearance In
Cleveland, Peter Gabrial explained the
influences behind the sounds of
Genesis.
"Most of our ideas for lyrics and
tunes are derived from science fiction
novels which both Tony (Banks) and I
read, and from daydreams I
experience." be said. "We listen to
King Crimson, classical artists and
occasionally soul, but the musk is ours
and for those who believe. "
Genesis is remarkably precise and
unique. Their music is conditioned with
a touch of theatrics that appeal to a
select audience.
More will be beard of this Genesisit's a new beginning.
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BG hockey loses its builder
Staff Special
Jack Vivian, the builder of
Bowling Green ice hockey,
was offered a position he
couldn't refuse.
After six years at the
Falcon hockey helm. Vivian
decided the time was right
to move upward to the ranks
of professional hockey. He
took toe step yesterday as be

accepted the post of general
manager of the Cleveland
Crusaders, a World Hockey
Association team.
He hated to leave." said
his wife Donna.
When
you're in the middle of
building a young team and
recruiting, he hates terribly
to leave the boys.
'But this was his goal In
life, to become involved in

pro hockey. He felt this was
the right step." she added
MS. VIVIAN said it was
the "magnitude of the offer"
that persuaded him to go to
the Crusaders. It was Jack's
first professional offer.
•Nick (Mileti) offered
him a contract be couldn't
refuse." she said. "He
agreed to finish out the year

and complete his obligation
with the hockey school (BG)
or help find a teacher coach.
He bat only the kindest
thoughts about Bowling
Green."
"Lots of people are sorry
to see him go." said Kevin
Mao Donald, a freshman
hockey player. "I wish the
man lots of luck. He started
hockey here. He worked

Falcons take double dip
Assists* Sports Editor

\^PMf^^P|f tnw WW MfvRV
Jack Vivian, ih« architect, daiigner and builder of
Falcon hockey, no longer will be a (omilor figure
yelling from the Bowling Green bench. He leaves
Falconland after tin yeart for a poit with the
Cleveland Crusaders

NATE ARCHIBALD of the Kansas City Omaha Kinds and
probably one of the smallest guards in the National Basketball Association (NBA), was the biggest vote collector on
the league's 1972-73 All-Star squad announced Monday in
New York
The 6 1' Archibald was the NBA leader in scoring with
2,719 points for a 34 0 average in 80 games He handed out
910 assists for an 11.4 average and totaled 3,601 minutes to
lead the senior circuit.
Nate The Skate'' received 15,836 of 17.000 votes from a
panel of sportswriters and broadcasters in the league's 17
cities
Joining Archibald on the first live were forwards John
Havlicek of Boston and Spencer Haywood of Seattle, center
Kareem Abdul Jabbar of Milwaukee. At the other guard
spot was Jerry West of the Los Angeles Lakers.
The second vie consisted of Boston's center Dave Cowens.
the NBAs Most Valuable Flayer for the past season Joining
Cowens on the second team were forwards Elvin Hayes of
Baltimore and Hick Barry of Golden State
Holding down the backcourt spots were Walt Prazier of
New York and Pete Maravich of Atlanta.
BILI.1K JEAN KING has announced she and the Hilton
Head Racket club will sponsor a 110.000 winner-take-all
match against Bobby Rtggs Kiggs embarrassed Margaret
Court. 6-2. 6-1 last Sunday at Kamona, Calif . in the battle of
the sexes
Indiana I'acer star George McGlaBHi has more than one
transportation choice He now has a Dodge for being named
the MVP in the ABA play-offs, a Cadillac, a Jaguar, a
camper truck, a mobile home and a speedboat.
Veteran outfielder Willie May*, a legend in his own time,
was placed on the disabled list for the first time in his 22year major league career by the New York Mets after
injuring his shoulder while throwing
The New York Knicks, NBA champions, have turned down
a challenge by the Indiana Pacers. American Basketball
Association champions, to play them in the roundball
version of the "Super Bowl "
The Knicks also refused an offer to play the junior circuit
team during the exhibition season because they have
already scheduled the eight games required by the league
office
Kea Heastea. a secondary specialist in the National
Football League, was traded by the Houston Oilers to the
Washington Redskins yesterday for five players.
The Redskins sent offensive tackle Jim Snowden. tight
end Mac Alston, defensive end Mike Fanucci, safety Jeff
Severson and wide receiver Clifton McNeil to the Oilers for
the services of Houston, who is 28 and a five-year veteran.

It was anything but a
titanic struggle at Steller
Field yesterday.
The University of Detroit
Titans rolled over Bowling
Green's baseball team and
took both ends of a
double header. 9-7 and 6-1
The losses left the Falcons
just one win over the SOU
mark (17-16-1) and upped the
Titans' record to 22-16.
Homeruns told the story In
the first game.
After Frank Kummer
slapped a bases-loaded
single In the second inning to
give Detroit a 3-0 lead and
Ken Hamann hit a sacrifice
fly In the fourth for a run,
the Falcons tied the score
with two-run homers by
Dave Fox and Joe Meyer in
the fourth and fifth innings,
respectively.
Fox' blast was a solid shot
over the left-field fence, but
Meyer's four-bagger was
aided by the glove of

leflfielder Mike Sobczak and
the fence itself. The ball
bounced off Sobczak s mitt,
hit the top of the fence and
bounded over.
Not to be outdone by
unusual homers, the Titans
had one of their own in the
top of the sixth With one out
and three runs in. Bob
Harriett slugged a long fly
just to the right of the 400foot mark in centerfield.
Tim Pettorini lunged for it.
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By Mark Glaver
Staff Writer
INDIANAPOLIS. Ind. Last Saturday's recordbreaking speeds at the
Indianapolis 500 time trials
were marred by the death of
eteran race driver Art
Pollard
Pollard, of Medford. Ore .
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Gary Haas' two-run single
capped off a three-run BG
rally in the bottom of the
seventh. It was Haas' 44th
hit of the season and tied
him with Bob White and
John Knox for the singleseason hit mark.
After flying out in the
opening of the second game.
Haas singled in the third

inning He added another
safety in the seventh to raise
his new record to 46.
The Titans scored a run in
the first and then put
together a three-run third to
ice a 6-1 victory.
The Falcons got their only
run in the fifth when Haas
scored from second on a palr
of errors by pitcher Larry
Niedowicz and centerfielder
Pete Suzlicki
Detroit added runs in the
sixth and seventh innings
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lost control of his GurneyF.agle racer in an early
practice session and struck
the outer wall of the track's
first turn. Hit car then burst
into flames, flipped down
Hie track, and finally came
to rest in the short chute
POLLARD was pulled
from the wreckage and
eventually taken to
Memorial Hospital where
his death, caused by flame
inhalation, was announced
by Dr. Thomas Hanna.
Witnesses said Pollard's
car made a normal approach
into the first turn and then
suddenly darted for the wall.
Driver Johnny Rutherford,
who was to win the coveted
pole position later In the
day, speculated that the
racing veteran simply lost
control of his machine.
Pollard. 46. was the oldest
driver entered in the
Memorial Day Classic and
was affectionaUy referred to
as the "granddaddy" of
racing driven. He started
his racing career back In
1955. and in 1968 drove one
of the famous turbine cars in
the "500."
Pollard Is the 36th driver
to be killed at the Speedway
since 1909

THE announcement of
Pollard's death was given
shortly before 11 a.m. to a
speedway crowd of about
250.000 race fans.
At 11:06 a.m.. Peter
Revson rolled bis McLaren
racer onto the track for a
qualification attempt. A
little over three minutes
later, he became the first
qualifier for the 33-car field
at an average speed of
192.606 miles per hour for a
10-mile run.
Revson's run in a gusty
wind warmed the crowd up
for a possible 200 m.p.h. lap
around the two and one-half
mile oval by some of toe
hot shots" In the late afternoon.
It wat a short time later
when Swede Savage toured
his Eagle-Offy machine
around the circuit at an
average speed of 196.582
m.p.h., setting a new track
record. The best was yet to
come.
SWEDE'S record lasted
for little more than an hour.
Johnny Rutherford of Fort
Worth. Tex., drove bis
McLaren-Offenhauser around the oval at an eyepopping 198.413 m.p.h.
average. Enroute to this
average, the veteran re-

Stickers challenge Big Red'
By Jim Mangoae
Staff Writer
The Bowling Green
lacrosse team meets the
"Big Red" of Deiuson
University today in a first
round game of the United
States
Intercollegiate
Lacrosse
Association

yf&*-'::: ;■;. ; -V.;/r;
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(USILA) tournament.
Denlson nailed down first
place in the Midwest
Lacrosse
Association
(MLA). while Bowling
Green finished second.
BOTH DENISON and BG
went to the tournament last
year as the league representatives. Bowling Green
defeated Clarkson, 17-10.
and then lost to Massachusetts. 19-9. in the second
round. Last year Denison
drew a first round bye and
then was defeated by
Washington College. 13-9.
Today's game will be this
year's second confrontation

between the two teams.
Denison took the regular
season contest. 17-7. The
Falcons are looking for their
first victory on the Denison
field.
Coach Mickey Cochrane
feels that the game will be
decided on the midfields
"We have to stop their fast
break and we have to control
face-offs." be added.
While the Falcons will
certainly be playing to win,
Cochrane believes that the
pressure is definitely on
Denison
BG WILL HAVE to playbetter than they did the last

time the two teams met. but
the real question is whether
or not the Denison squad can
play as well at they did
earlier.
The . Midwett bracket
winner (BG or Denison) will
advance to the second round
and play the winner of the
game between Drexel
i Philadelphia I and Towson
State (Maryland). The first
two rounds of play are
scheduled for May 20, with
the semi-final round and
championship game to be
completed by May IS.
Today's game is scheduled
for 3:30 p.m. at Granville.
Ohio.

Rockets clout netters, 8-1
By Das GartieM
Staff Writer
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Falcon atlackman Bin Grimes eludes two Ohio Wetleyan
in last Saturday's gome CM co-captain Bob Decker
U«*» on. Tne Falcont meet Danrton Univ.r.ity today in ficl
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round play of the USILA tournament at OranvWe.

"WHEN I first heard it I
was quite shocked." be said.
"He was everything down
here. He ran the program.
He wat the main reason I
came here."
"It will be tough to find
somebody to replace him,"
Nagai added.
The freshman winger said

Vivian was the type of
person that laid it on the
line. He wat a guy who
backed up what be said.
"I'm glad be got it (the
new pott)." said senior Pete
Badour. "It's a good opportunity for him. Jack's been
building up the program
here. He's got the credentials."
"Jack has nothing but the
highest regard for Dick
Young (BG athletic director) who was not only helpful all the time, but offered
good advice." said Ms.
Vivian
"A word is also deserving
of Dr. (Sam) Cooper, the
founder of (BG) hockey.
He's a guy who's done great
things for hockey at Bowling
Green. He stayed behind us
when things were going
bad." she added
A man connected with
hockey all his life, Vivian
leaves Bowling Green with
no bitter feelings, his wife
said. He leaves the college
ranks with an overall record
of 112-62-10

Indy starting field almost set

Major league slate
AMERICAN 1 JSAOU1

but the ball bounced off his
glove and over the fence
giving the Titans a 9-4 lead.

hard for what he got.
"Word got around today."
he added. "I heard he
wouldn't be around next
year. I wonder who the beck
we'll get (at a coach next
year). I wonder who'll fill
his shoes."
Freshman Rich Nagai was
surprised at the newt.

TOLEDO - A mixture of
cold weather and cold tennis
were more than the Bowling
Green netters could handle
as they dropped an 8-1 decision to Toledo yesterday.
Tom Lightvoet. the
Falcons' No. 1 singles
player, lost his first league
match of the year. 7-6. M. 63. to the Rockets Ken
Brown Lightvoet stands 5-1
in league play and 11-4 overall, his best season at
Bowling Green.
In the No. 2 singlet match.
BG't Tim Hoover lost 6-4.64 to TU't Brian Engel Dan
Ryan, the Falcons' No. 3
man. dropped a 6-3, 6-1
match to Lars Under while

in the No. 4 slot, substitute
Dale Watts lost In straight
sets. 6-1, 6-4
Doug Dennis, the No. 4
singles man. was unable to
play because of a knee
injury be sustained Monday
at practice. He is scheduled
to play tomorrow In the M idAmerican Conference
championships.
THE FALCONS' Ron
Dredge, at the No. 5 slot, put
up a good fight with TU't
Jim Davis before bowing. 57, 6-2, (-1. Davit it undefeated in league play at 60.
Tim Howell. BG't No. 6
man. lost 6-1. 7-6 to the
Rockets' Mickey Schmidt.
Going 0-6 in singles action,
the BG netters played for
pride in doublet compe-

tition The Falcon*' first
doubles team of LightvoetHoover took their match 6-4.
6-2 over TU't combo of
Kngel-Brown
In the No 2 doubles. BG't
Dave Trimble made bit
college debut playing with
Ron Dredge. Despite losing
the match 7-5. 6-3. TrimbleDredge battled veterans
Tun Thomas and Davis all
the way.
The No. 3 doubles taw the
Falcon team of HowellRyan lose in straight sets 63,6-4.
The Falcons stand at .500
overall (7-7) (or the 1*73
campaign and 3-4 In MAC
competition The Rockets
sport a 7-7 record, bat have a
5-1 mark in league play.

corded a lap of 199 m.p.h.
plus. It was destined to be
the fastest lap of the day
Thus, the magic 200 m.p.h.
lap will have to wait for next
year's trials.
Bobby Unser, last year's
track record holder of the
one and four lap qualifying
records, made a great run at
Rutherford but fell short
with a 198 183 m.p.h.
average for 10 miles. He will
start beside Rutherford on
race day. Rounding out that

front row is last year's
winner. Mark Donohue. who
qualified bis Eagle-Offy at
an average speed of 197 412
m.p.h.
Other top names making
the field for the Monday.
May 28 race include threetime "500" winner. A. J.
Foyt (188.927; eighth row);
1989 winner. Mario Andretti
(195.059; second row), and
two-time winner. Al Unser
(194.879; third row).

Kenny White says: Niiiiiiimiiiiiiiiimiiiimiiiiiiimi

Reed deserving
of MVP honors
By Beany White
SaertsEtUter
It was more than fitting for the scribes who covered the
National Basketball Association (NBA) finals between the
New York Knicks and the Los Angeles Lakers to tab Willis
Reed as the Most Valuable Player for the play-off series.
The captain of the Knicks and the "Old Pro'' once again
proved to be the dominant figure throughout the play-off
circuit as be performed as in 1970 when be led the Knicks to
their first NBA crown.
There was a lot of doubt about Reed's ability to rebound
from a nagging knee injury which sidelined him most of last
year.
The 6' 10" nine-year pro from Grambling appeared In only
11 games all year as his teammates made it to the finals but
lost to the Lakers in five games.
DURING that final series, the helpless Reed could be seen
sitting on the Knicks' bench watching the Lakers' Wilt
Chamberlin dominate the game and the Knicks 6'8"
substitute center Jerry Lucas.
"I got down at times this season,'' Reed said in a United
Press International (UPI) interview after the Knicks
defeated the Lakers 102-93 for the championship. "But I'm
the greatest believer in myself.'' he added. In 31 minutes of
action in the last game Reed scored 18 points and hauled in
12 rebounds.
During the events which led the Knicks back to reign as
NBA's champs, the play of Reed was the main topic of discussion.
AS throughout the year. Willis performed well In the
Baltimore and Boston semi-finals series. But in the five
games with Lot Angeles, it was the superb play of Reed that
sparked the Knicks past the supposedly unconquerable
Lakers.
He ran, jumped and moved exceptionally well, played
aggressive defense and most importantly, be shot the eyes
out of the ball. All in ail. be was just too much for
Chamberlain to handle.
Reed also got strong support from Walt Fraizer, Earl
Monroe. Bill Bradley, Phil Jackson. Dean Meminger and
Dave Debusscber in helping him come back to the player he
wat in 1970 when be wat the league's MVP.
It was more than a pleasure to watch the Knicks, who
were 8-5 undeidogs against the Lakers when the series
began, come out of battle as the victors with the spoils
The boys from the Big Apple gave up points as though they
were 3100 bills. The Knicks led the league in defense,
allowing 98.2 points a game during the season.
Against Los Angeles, a team averaging 111.7 points per
outing, the Knicks stymied their offensive attack and
allowed the Lakers to average 96.8 points in the five game
set-the last four being taken by the Knicks.
As many observers pointed out during the course of the
season, the difference in the Knicks rebounding was the play
of Reed.
REED'S coach and architect of the Knick dynasty. Red
Holzman. applauded the selection of his pivotman for the
MVP honors.
"I think Willis hat come back a long way and he came
back to his peak at the right time." Holzman said in the UPI
story. "He's a very determined guy. He was great for us and
I think that the team was great for him."
With the season over and speculation about his co-called
shaky knees ended, Willis Reed played a big role in winning
the championship. But coming back and doing it all will be
the greatest crown he'll savor for quite sometime.

